
      	Menu 

We	welcome	old	friends	and	family	“The	Family	Firm”	who	will	be	providing	our	
delicious	new	menu.	Bringing	a	new,	creative,	and	fresh	taste	to	our	favourite	dishes.	

Smoked Hen - (aka jerk chicken) - A well-seasoned, succulent sweet and Smokey chicken
topped and dripped in a homemade jerk sauce (free ranged + halal).  Served with rice and slaw. 
£9.00
 
Curry Billy - (aka curry goat NOT goat curry)-a well prepared and 4 hours marinated, cut to care 
goat, given a soft finish allowing your teeth to do little work and your stomach to be smiling, a little 
kick of spice, but nothing of too much to handle. Served with rice and slaw.  £10.00
 
Power Greens- (aka vegetable curry) - A rich homestyle recipe packed with authenticity of
fruits and vegetables of Jamaica, the colourful curry is served with a flavoursome home rice
and topped off with a fresh homemade vegan slaw. Served with rice and slaw.  £8.50
 
Fried Hen-(fried chicken)- chicken marinade for 24 hours, cooked authentically with a 
homemade fresh veg base seasoning and Jamaican powders.  Its then fried and glazed, 
served with a saucy side, to give it that real kick. £9.00

Purp-slaw- (coleslaw) homemade and trained coleslaw with a violet change, (red cabbage). not 
dangerous at all. Its just comes from a different side of town, bringing colour and question!  but when
Tasted, it becomes sweet and very familiar. £0.75

Tin Tin Salad- (plantain salad - fruit salad) a plantain salad packed with greens and flavour,
a whip of plantain, onions, tomatoes, cucumber, and a little drizzle of our own sauce to top it
off. £2.00

Jerk Sauce-A sauce made by one of our very own queens of St Pauls, the sauce holds so
many different elements of flavour, spice (mild), sweet selection of flavours a, touch of the
“Hello, I think your ever so gorgeous” (marriage) find out for yourself and have it requested
on whatever you like as the compatibility is cupid.  £0.50 (pot) 
 
Mac and Greeze- (mac a cheese) with a twist of Bristol vibes, written all over it. Stacked 
with 5 cheeses, seasoned to an Italians acceptance, and served with love!  £4.00 
 
Dumps- (dumplings x 3) if you know then you know?  If you don't know, they are dough 
spirals
fried and risen to a golden-brown state and consumed by everyone.  £1.50

Sweet Potatoes Chips - sweet potatoes French fries (surely you know what they are!  
£3.00

Rice and Peas- seasoned rice, with kidney or gungo beans and coconut milk. £2.00 

Pattie.  (Meat)- served with Purp-slaw and jerk sauce.  £5.50

Pattie (Veg) served with Purp-slaw and jerk sauce. £5.00 
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